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NEW BOOK EXPOSES THE BIGGEST LIE 
IN THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY 

Matthew Kelly’s Latest Book Holds 
“The Key to Re-energizing the Catholic Church in America”

CINCINNATI (June 29, 2018) — Dynamic Catholic announces the release of Matthew Kelly’s 
newest book, “The Biggest Lie in the History of Christianity.” This revolutionary book reveals 
the crippling lie that prevents Christians from discovering a vibrant, life-giving faith, and 
empowers readers to overcome the lie so they can experience true, lasting happiness and leave 
their marks on the world.

“There is a single lie that has stopped millions—possibly billions—of people from discovering 
the joy and genius of Christianity and becoming the best-version-of-themselves,” says Kelly, 
founder of Dynamic Catholic and a New York Times bestselling author. “In my life and travels, I 
have seen it paralyze people time and time again. It is vital to the future of Christianity that we 
expose and overcome this lie.”

In “The Biggest Lie in the History of Christianity,” available for pre-order now, Kelly cuts to the 
heart of the matter, sharing practical ways that Christians can overcome the lie and discover 
true happiness. 

Despite its title, “The Biggest Lie” mainly focuses on the beauty of truth—and one truth in 
particular. It is the one truth that is the key to re-energizing the Catholic Church in America  
and transforming the world. 
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Rejecting the culture’s saturated ideals of happiness and success, “The Biggest Lie” invites 
Christians to effect change in themselves and others through everyday acts of service and 
generosity that, over time, cultivate lasting happiness within.

“The human heart is on a continual quest for happiness,” says Kelly, “and it is my hope that this 
book will be the first step in leading millions to the happiness they desire.”

“The Biggest Lie” follows the success of Kelly’s bestselling books “Resisting Happiness,”  
“Rediscover Jesus” and “Rediscover Catholicism.” In all of his books, Kelly uses his unique gift 
of taking complex issues and making them simple, blending profound truths with immensely 
practical ways to live them. 

Because he believes that books change our lives, Kelly and Dynamic Catholic are doing everything 
they can to get “The Biggest Lie” into the hands of Christians across America. From now until 
Aug. 31, anyone may pre-order 240 or more paperback copies of “The Biggest Lie” for just $1 per 
copy and receive free shipping. The books will ship in December for distribution at Christmas 
Masses as a part of the Dynamic Catholic Book Program. 

For more information or to pre-order a hardcover copy of “The Biggest Lie,” visit  
DynamicCatholic.com/DontBelievetheLie. To spread the word, post a picture of the book or  
a quote on social media using #DontBelieveTheLie. And remember not to give away the 
biggest lie in any posts.

For media inquiries, please contact Dynamic Catholic’s Public Relations Office at  
proffice@DynamicCatholic.com or Maricris Dizon at (859) 980–0732. For press materials, 
please visit DynamicCatholic.com/Press.
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About Dynamic Catholic
Dynamic Catholic is dedicated to re-energizing the Catholic Church in America by developing 
world-class resources that inspire people to rediscover the genius of Catholicism. The nonprofit 
organization is passionate about meeting people where they are and leading them to where God 
is calling them to be. 

From inspiring events to life-changing books to world-class programs, Dynamic Catholic is 
reaching millions of Catholics and their parishes, helping them grow spiritually and transform 
their corner of the world. Learn more at DynamicCatholic.com.

About Matthew Kelly
Matthew Kelly is an internationally acclaimed speaker, bestselling author, and business 
consultant who has dedicated his life to helping people and organizations become the-best-
version-of-themselves. Learn more at DynamicCatholic.com/Author.


